Moscow University Press (UDB-MGU)

Moscow State University publications on 26 different topics

The Moscow University Press (UDB-MGU) collection offers online access to scholarly and scientific works published in the renowned Vestnik MGU. Published by the most prominent academic institution in Russia—Moscow State University—Vestnik MGU offers 26 different topics on all important areas of scientific knowledge ranging from mathematics and chemistry to economy, law and history. The collection also contains two correlating journals: The Bulletin of the Moscow Society of Nature Studies: Biology and The Bulletin of the Moscow Society of Nature Studies: Geology. The UDB-MGU collection provides a wealth of research materials to scholars in various areas of knowledge, especially working in the cross-disciplinary fields and studying the latest scientific developments in Russia.

Key Stats
- **Archive:** 2008-present
- **Language:** Russian; English abstracts
- **City:** Moscow
- **Country:** Russia
- **Frequency:** Varies
- **Updates:** Continuous
- **Format:** PDF, article-based
- **Producer:** East View Information Services
- **Platform:** East View Universal Database

UDB-MGU Titles

The full-text articles published in the following Series are in Russian, with abstracts in English:

- Series 1. Mathematics. Mechanics
- Series 2. Chemistry
- Series 3. Physics. Astronomy
- Series 4. Geology
- Series 5. Geography
- Series 6. Economics
- Series 7. Philosophy
- Series 8. History
- Series 9. Philology
- Series 10. Journalism
- Series 11. Law
- Series 12. Political Studies
- Series 13. Oriental Studies
- Series 14. Psychology
- Series 15. Computational Mathematics and Cybernetics
- Series 16. Biology
- Series 17. Soil Studies
- Series 18. Sociology and Political Science
- Series 19. Linguistics and Cross-Cultural Communication
- Series 20. Education
- Series 21. Management (State and Society)
- Series 22. Theory of Translation
- Series 23. Anthropology
- Series 24. Management
- Series 25. International Relations and Politics
- Series 26. Global Studies and Geopolitics

Plus:
- The Bulletin of the Moscow Society of Nature Studies: Biology
- The Bulletin of the Moscow Society of Nature Studies: Geology

View the full title list and holdings at www.eastview.com/eastview_ubb-mgu/
East View’s Universal Database™ Platform

As the largest provider of authoritative information on Russia and the former Soviet Union, East View offers an innovative approach to electronic research. We maintain redundant hosted environments for this content in Minneapolis and Moscow on our Universal Database™ platform (UDB).

Customize and Optimize Your Library

- Build collections from individual online titles
- Link options for Online Public Access
- IP/password access to standard or custom collections
- Stable URLs for linking on a database level or on individual title and article levels
- Mirror servers in U.S. and Russia
- Usage reports in COUNTER format

Increase Your Efficiency

- Interface functions are optimized for specific content types
- Browse by specific title and issue
- Mobile friendly access
- Easily exportable citations
- Transliteration, Russian, Ukrainian or English language searches
- Virtual Russian and Ukrainian keyboard displays available for ease of input

* UDB and Universal Database are international trademarks of East View Information Services, Minneapolis, MN, USA

For more information or trial access, please contact info@eastview.com or visit https://www.eastview.com/request-trial
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